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The Beginning of a New Era for
Gaming Lawyer Magazines

O

By Joerg Hofmann

Joerg Hofmann

ne of the main purposes of the International Central and South America. It addresses issues unique to
Masters of Gaming Law (IMGL) is to be an these emerging markets.
educational organization. Therefore, the exchange
I am proud to announce that reasonably soon the Asian
and transfer of know-how and knowledge are at Gaming Lawyer will be joining the Gaming Lawyer family as
the very heart of the endeavors of the IMGL. Tried and our fifth periodical in the series. The Asian Gaming Lawyer
tested tools which enable such an exchange of knowledge are, will be published in cooperation with Asia Gambling Brief, and
among others, our conferences and our publications.
I am looking forward to this collaboration and sharing inforOur publications have become more and more important mation on current developments and legal challenges of the
and are a valuable source of information on up-to-date legal gaming industry in Asia and the Pacific region.
and industry developments for professionI take this opportunity to emphasize
als in the gambling industry all over the
Our publications
the excellent cooperation with our other
world. From the very first publication of
have become more
publishers EGL - iGaming Business and
the Casino Lawyer, our first IMGL magaand more important and CGL - Canadian Gaming Business Magazine, until today we have continuingly been
are a valuable source of zine (MediaEdge). And not to forget our
growing. Today, the IMGL regularly pro- information on up-to-date frequent contributions to the UNLV
duces four major publications of this kind
Gaming Law Journal and to Gaming Law
legal and industry
which are all highly appreciated internaReview and Economics also prove the high
developments for
tionally. We pride ourselves on ensuring a
academic level of gaming legal expertise.
professionals in the
high level of quality in our articles and on
For all our publications, I invite our
gambling industry all
having so many leading experts of the
members to contribute legal content to the
over the world.
industry contributing to our publications.
magazines and to use them as a platform to
The IMGL publications are further characdemonstrate their expertise and enable
terized by their high topicality and the fact that not only others to benefit and learn from it. Since the IMGL is a nondomestic but also international developments are covered.
profit organization I also call on all members to continue the
Today marks the beginning of a new era for the Gaming ongoing support for our publications and to frequently place
Lawyer magazines. Given the success of the IMGL maga- ads in the issues of the Gaming Lawyer series. The IMGL
zines, it is time that our growing publication network join Gaming Lawyer publications are read by a total of more than
together under a common brand and design. As of today, the 35,000 print subscribers worldwide and thousands of
Casino Lawyer – in a way the foundation of the IMGL publi- additional viewers on the IMGL website. Further they are
cations – will therefore be renamed the American Gaming distributed at major trade shows, events and international
Lawyer and will join the internationally well-recognized gaming conferences. The Gaming Lawyer therefore acts as a
Gaming Lawyer family. The American Gaming Lawyer will strong selling point for the IMGL. Due to the good reputaprimarily focus on North America but, following the principles tion of the IMGL publications, advertising in one of the
of the IMGL, will also provide valuable insight and informa- Gaming Lawyer publications also provides a unique opportution on current developments in jurisdictions all over the nity for you to reach multiple industry players. At the same
world. Same applies to the Canadian Gaming Lawyer focused time, advertisements and contributions foster the IMGL in
on Canada, the European Gaming Lawyer, focused on up to date demonstrating the expertise of our organization and its
developments in Europe and the La Ley Del Juego magazine. members and friends.
La Ley Del Juego is published in the Spanish language and
I hope you enjoy this issue of the all-new American
focuses on all Spanish-speaking jurisdictions in Europe, Gaming Lawyer and look forward to seeing you soon. ♣
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>> Letter from the Editor

T

The Economic Impact of Gaming
By Sue McNabb
he spring issue of the first—and for
many years the only—publication of
International Masters of Gaming Law
marks the transition from the former
Casino Lawyer brand to the current American Gaming
Lawyer (AGL) designation. The theme for the
premiere of AGL is the Economic Impact of the
Gaming Industry in jurisdictions around the world.
The articles discuss how the industry is adapting to
technological, social and legal changes resulting from
shifts in economies worldwide.
The spring issue features the thirteenth annual
economic report produced by Dr. Alan Meister. The
report analyzes the impact of Indian gaming on tribes
throughout the nation as well as the impact of Indian
gaming on the economy as a whole. Professor
William Thompson continues the theme with a
comparison of Las Vegas to other gaming venues
nationally and internationally, discussing how
decades of monopoly and single-minded strategic
focus on destination opportunities distinguish the
Las Vegas experience.
An article by Tony Rein on new jurisdictional
developments in Australia discusses Queensland and
the potential economic impact of the emerging
“second casino boom.”
Shifting to the constant need for the industry
to adapt to technological and societal changes,
AGL also features an article on Internet gaming
by David Deitch. The author provides an excellent
analysis of the symbiosis between online gaming and
traditional brick-and-mortar operations. Further, he
creatively suggests methods to enhance revenue in
traditional establishments through embracing Internet opportunities.
The lottery segment of the industry is featured
in two informative articles on the latest developments in lotteries internationally. Authors Ron and
Skier produce cutting-edge information on two
recent developments on gaming using innovative
business models to cross jurisdictions to “book”
lottery purchases. The authors raise questions
regarding these “challenging and volatile” new
additions in gaming. Next, Daniel Russell discusses
U.S. lottery fraud and analyzes the Norwegian
lottery’s registration requirement to control
ticket brokering and fraud.
New developments in Indian gaming are highlighted in the continuing saga of Internet gambling
legislation and tribal gaming in California, the
largest revenue state in Indian gaming. Staudenmaier and Carucci discuss the latest Internet poker
legislation proposals and current litigation in
California. The article raises a question as to future

development of online
gaming offered by tribes
across the country if the
California tribe establishes its right to conduct
Sue McNabb
online class II gaming
under the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act or
Internet poker under pending legislation.
Continuing jurisdictional updates, Jed Nosal
presents an excellent discussion regarding the Massachusetts statutory mandate to address problem
gambling by licensees including five percent (5%) of
all gaming tax revenue to use for compulsive gambling public health programs. The article addresses
the pros and cons of the intensive player protection
regulatory scheme for initial licensees in the state.
New developments in law and policy are
presented by Kevin Rosenberg with a detailed
discussion of money laundering statutes and “real
world examples” of typical violations.
Once again, IMGL has contributed to the
success of the annual American Bar Association
Gaming Law Minefield held in Las Vegas. Past
IMGL presidents Bob Stocker and J. Kelly Duncan
along with members Jason Giles and Chris Hinckley
organized informative panels on timely topics to
provide continuing legal education to attendees. For
non-attorneys and industry participants the panels
delivered by IMGL members included tax issues,
National Labor Relations Board issues, and recent
Supreme Court cases among other topics. The ABA
boutique conference held in Las Vegas each February is among the best educational opportunities for
gaming attorneys and industry participants to learn
and network in a congenial environment.
Finally, as always, IMGL extends appreciation
to all authors who provide excellent articles on timely
and sometimes controversial new developments in
gaming law, legislation and litigation. A very special
thanks to those who sponsor IMGL’s educational
opportunities through generous contributions in
advertising and conference sponsorships. ♣
Sue McNabb has worked with the state legislature and served as Assistant Attorney General for the Louisiana Department of Justice and as
an attorney for the Louisiana Legislative Auditor. She has an extensive background in corporate law in the private sector where she worked
as General Counsel of an INC 500 Company and as Vice President of
Administration with a national not-for-profit corporation.
Sue serves on the board of directors of the Louisiana
Association on Compulsive Gambling and was formerly a member of
the board of the National Council on Problem Gambling. She also
serves on the board of the Louisiana Center for Women in Government and Business and was recently appointed by Governor Bobby
Jindal to serve on the Louisiana Women’s Policy and Research
Commission. She received the IMGL president’s award for 2013.
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Change, Online Gaming and the
Way Forward for Land-Based Casinos
in the United States
By David Deitch

T

he difficulty of accepting change has a universal
quality about it. Whether it is one’s grandparents bemoaning the growing dominance of computerized applications, musicians mourning LP vinyl
records, or publishers resisting the demise of printed
media, it seems that change comes to nearly every
aspect of our lives, and there are always those who
oppose it. Change is not easy, and it is harder for
some than others. But change is also often an opportunity for growth or improvement, and those who
embrace change and take advantage of it may capitalize
on it and enjoy even greater success. The trick is, of
course, learning to recognize when change presents
those opportunities.
Online gaming is one such change.
Legalized casino gambling has existed in the United States since 1931. For
almost fifty years it was limited to brickand-mortar casinos located in Nevada.
The number of states permitting casino
gambling (including Native American
operations) has increased dramatically
over recent decades, but brick-and-mortar
casinos have largely remained the prevailing business model in the industry despite
various ups and downs in the fortunes of
these businesses.
For years, online gaming had existed
in the United States only on websites operated by offshore companies whose activities violated U.S. law and the laws of
many of the states. Even this avenue was
largely closed when the U.S. Congress
passed the Unlawful Internet Gaming En6
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forcement Act (UIGEA) in 2006. That
statute led most online gaming operators
to stop serving U.S. customers. Many of
those who persisted were the subject of
criminal and civil law enforcement –
most famously, the “Black Friday” cases
that took down wildly popular online
poker sites and resulted in criminal
convictions of numerous individuals and
the forfeiture of hundreds of millions of
dollars.
Change came to American shores
beginning in 2013 when regulatory
schemes in Nevada, New Jersey and
Delaware began to permit online gaming
within the geographic borders of those
states.1 The regulatory scheme established
in each of these states subjected companies wishing to offer online gaming to a

rigorous licensure process managed in
Nevada and New Jersey by the experienced gaming control agencies in those
states. In all three states, operators could
offer online gaming only as a partner with
a licensed brick-and-mortar licensee that
was already offering gaming in that state.
The notion of online gaming initially
met with fierce opposition from brick-andmortar gaming providers. The most
oft-repeated argument was that online
gaming would cannibalize brick-andmortar revenues–that is, that players
given an option would gamble online and
would no longer go to the casinos and
their associated hotel and entertainment
properties. Even though most casino owners have seen the writing on the brick wall
and have moved to participate in online

David Deitch

By the end of 2014, four casinos closed their doors in Atlantic City, including Showboat and Revel (pictured middle
and right). The end of 2014 also saw the Taj Mahal casino (pictured left) teetering on the edge of failure, which has
thus far been held off temporarily by outside loans.

gaming, there clearly remains some reticence and
caution about how the “odd couple” of brick-andmortar casinos and online gaming can coexist.
Online gaming will not hurt brick-andmortar casinos, and in fact it may be the one thing
that can save the industry. Online gaming is not a
competitor; to the contrary, it is an opportunity
for brick-and-mortar facilities to grow their
businesses as long as it is viewed in that light and
used effectively for that purpose. The rebirth of
online gaming is still in its infancy in this country,
but we predict that it represents the best chance
for casino hotels to revitalize themselves in a
changing world.

Flagging Revenues at Casino
Hotel Properties

The willingness of Nevada and New Jersey to
permit online gaming was motivated, at least in
part, by concerns over a disturbing trend in the
fortunes of casino hotel properties in those two
states. To some extent, this decline was caused by
competition as other states have authorized casinos within their borders, but saturation offers only
a partial explanation.

The consequences of that trend have been
most visible on the Atlantic City boardwalk. By
the end of 2014, there were two shuttered casinos
at the north end of the boardwalk (Revel and
Showboat), one in the middle of the boardwalk
(Trump Plaza), and a fourth at the south end of
the boardwalk (the Atlantic Club Casino). The end
of 2014 also saw the Taj Mahal casino teetering
on the edge of failure, which has thus far been held
off temporarily by outside loans.2 With the state’s
former gambling sanctuary losing one third of its
casinos, New Jersey gambling revenues from
casinos for 2014 reached only $2.74 billion – less
than half of 2006 revenues that topped $5 billion.
Nevada’s casino hotels have suffered a similar
fate: One study notes that the number of arrivals
at Las Vegas McCarran Airport is now greater
than in 2007 (before the so-called “Great Recession” hit the United States economy), but gross
gaming revenues have not returned to 2007
levels.3 In addition, Caesars Entertainment was
forced to place Caesars Entertainment Operation
Co., which controls close to 80 percent of the company’s debt, into bankruptcy.

David B. Deitch is a
member of Ifrah Law is
Washington DC. He is a
highly experienced litigator
with a broad commercial
practice that focuses on
sports wagering, daily
fantasy sports and online
gaming. As a former state
and federal prosecutor, he
tried well over 100 felony
crimes to juries, and his
practice now includes
representation of persons
accused of business crimes,
including gaming-related
offenses.

Continued on next page

Online gaming in Nevada and Delaware is thus far limited only to poker; the New Jersey regulatory scheme permits the online
offering of other traditional casino floor games as well.
2
“Icahn lending $20M to Trump Taj Mahal to avoid shutdown”, New York Post (Dec. 18, 2014)
(available at http://nypost.com/2014/12/18/icahn-lending-20m-to-trump-taj-mahal-to-avoid-shutdown/).
3
“Casino Trends: 10 for ‘15”, Global Gaming Business Magazine, Vol. 13, No. 12 (Dec. 2014).
4
“Casino Trends: 10 for ‘15”, Global Gaming Business Magazine, Vol. 13, No. 12 (Dec. 2014).
5
“Pennsylvania casino revenue down for second straight year amid competition”, LehighValleyLive (Jan. 15, 2015)
(available at http://www.lehighvalleylive.com/breaking-news/index.ssf/2015/01/pennsylvania_casino_revenue_do.html).
1
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Continued from previous page

Casinos in other states have suffered
similarly declining revenues. For example, the two large tribal casinos in the eastern end of Connecticut have watched
their revenues decline over the past five
years.4 Likewise, Pennsylvania casino revenues fell in 2014 for the second year in a
row,5 while revenues of Detroit, Michigan’s three casinos experienced a third
straight year of declining revenue.6

The Cannibalization Myth

In the past, the most prominent objection
to online gaming – and the one most
relevant to the premise of this article – is
that it would “cannibalize” the revenues
of land-based casinos. Thus far, the
history of online gaming has shown this
to be a myth.
First, the type of experience that online gaming offers is significantly different
from the land-based casino experience. A
recent report prepared for the Legislative
Budget and Finance Committee of the
Pennsylvania General Assembly noted
several such differences. Internet gaming
typically allows for much smaller bets
than are available in casinos and also gives
the ability to play multiple games at once
and to automatically track bets, withdrawals and deposits for numbercrunchers. Casinos also offer a social
function and social amenities that online
gaming does not; in fact, surveys of
8
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“

In the past, the most
prominent objection to online
gaming – and the one most
relevant to the premise of
this article – is that it would
‘cannibalize’ the revenues
of land-based casinos.
Thus far, the history of
online gaming has shown
this to be a myth.

”

iGamers reveal that the convenience of
not leaving the home, 24 hour availability
and the avoidance of crowds are some of
the perceived advantages of online gaming. The Pennsylvania report notes that
this combined with the fact that online
gaming typically happens in the home in
the afternoon or evening suggests that for
many this is a substitute for other forms
of home entertainment rather than a substitute for casino gaming.7
Second, the type of player who
engages in online gaming is demographically different from the typical casino
player. The Pennsylvania report noted
that online users tend to be younger, more
likely to be male, have a higher income,
more education and are more likely to be
employed than casino players.8 This is
consistent with the experience of landbased casinos that have formed partner-

ships with online gaming providers under
the newly available regulatory schemes.
For example, early in the New Jersey
online experience, Keith Smith (the president of Boyd Gaming, which co-owns the
Borgata Hotel in Atlantic City with
MGM) described the way in which their
online and casino player databases were
distinct:
When matching our online and landbased databases, we found that 60 percent
of online casino customers had not been
to Borgata in over a year, and over 75
percent had made fewer than two trips to
Borgata in the past year. . . . And on a combined basis, online and land-based poker
revenue at Borgata was up more than
40 percent from our land-based play in
December 2012. Clearly, online gaming is
complementary to our land-based business, not competitive.9
And while it would be easy to write
off these comments as justifications for a
business that has already bought into
iGaming, these comments echo those of
others.

How Online Gaming Can Boost
Brick-and-Mortar Revenues

The question then is how can land-based
casinos that partner with online gaming
providers coax online users into the hotel
casinos?
First, the casinos and providers need
to manage their relationship in a manner
that capitalizes on existing brand loyalty
to the online provider and increases brand
exposure for the land-based casino. There
are certainly instances in which online
providers who have partnered with
casinos have an historical customer following that they can bring to bear on
these efforts. If providers can bring their
loyal customer base to the casino’s online
gaming site, that can only increase the
eyes on that site and potentially the
revenues that the casino and the provider
garner from the site.
Second, casinos and providers need to
use their gaming websites as a tool for
increasing the visibility of the casino

MEMBERS IN THE NEWS
brand. It is simply common sense that an online user who becomes
loyal to the casino brand is more likely to visit that casino (rather
than another). As online gaming has developed thus far, some companies have formed partnerships in which the online gaming is
largely (or even completely) unassociated with brand of the landbased casino under whose auspices the iGaming is conducted (for
example, Betfair’s provision of online gaming under Trump Plaza’s
New Jersey license). A gaming website that does not promote the
brand of its land-based partner does so at the risk that its benefits
will be limited entirely to its online revenues, and it foregoes
the opportunity to use its website to leverage a larger customer base
and greater overall revenues.
Finally, casinos need to cash in on the expansion of their
customer bases and increased brand loyalty by bringing online
users into the casino hotel. The techniques for doing this are limited only by the creativity of each business. For example, online
users could earn points in loyalty programs that are redeemable at
the brick-and-mortar establishments of the land-based casinos.
Gaming websites could also be used to conduct qualifying rounds
of tournaments for which final rounds could be conducted in the
land-based casinos themselves.
In the end analysis, the key to leveraging online gaming for
greater success for land-based casinos lies in viewing the relationship as a single business enterprise and not as separate efforts.
The additional revenues that casinos now enjoy by virtue of online
gaming are undoubtedly a significant benefit for those businesses.
But the casinos that make the most effective use of their relationships with online gaming providers will unquestionably enjoy the
greatest success.
Online gaming not only does not hurt the revenues of brickand-mortar casinos, but when used correctly, Internet gaming can
be used to leverage greater revenues out of the physical properties
of the companies that partner with online providers. This is a result
of the valuable data acquired through online gaming, and the
potential that online gaming presents for creating greater brand
loyalty. ♣

“Strong 4th quarter slows revenue dip at Detroit casinos”, The Detroit News (Jan. 13,
2015) (available at http://www.detroitnews.com/story/business/2015/01/13/detroitcasinos-revenues-decline/21709127/).
7
“The Current Condition and Future Viability of Casino Gaming in Pennsylvania,”
May 2014, prepared for the Legislative Budget and Finance Committee of the Pennsylvania General Assembly (available at http://lbfc.legis.state.pa.us/Resources/Documents/Reports/491.pdf) (the “Pa. Legislative Report”) at 144 (citing Gainsbury, et al.,
“A digital revolution: Comparison of demographic profiles, attitudes and gambling behavior of internet and non-internet gamblers,” Computers in Human Behavior, 2012).
8
Pa. Legislative Report at 144 (citing Gainsbury, Sally, “Internet Gaming: Current
Research Findings and Their Implications,” 2012).
9
“First Jersey iGaming Revenue Report Issued,” GGB News, Jan. 17, 2014 (available at
http://ggbnews.com/issue/vol-12-no-35-september-15-2014/article/first-jerseyigaming-revenue-report-issued).
6

New Book Releases
ALL BETS ARE OFF
Arnie Wexler’s compulsive
gambling spiraled out of
control… now after forty-plus
years in recovery he is a nationally known expert on gambling
addiction and helps others to
“quit the bet.” All Bets Are
Off chronicles Wexler’s life as a
gambler that began on the
streets of Brooklyn, New York, flipping cards, shooting
marbles, and playing pinball machines. At age fourteen
he found the racetrack, a bookie to take his bets, and
started playing the stock market. His preoccupation
with gambling accelerated until a fateful day in 1968
when it all came crashing down. Wexler’s gripping
narrative leads us through the dungeon of a compulsive
gambler’s world—chasing the big win and coming up
with empty pockets—and how his addiction drove him
and his wife, Sheila, to the edge of life. With help, they
managed to escape, and together they have devoted
themselves to helping others with the problem
they know so well.

2015 EDITION OF INDIAN GAMING
INDUSTRY REPORT
In March 2015, Alan P.
Meister, Ph.D., Principal
Economist with Nathan
Associates and a
California-based member of IMGL, released
the latest edition of his
annual Indian gaming
study, the Indian Gaming Industry Report.
In its thirteenth year of
publication, the study
provides comprehensive and up-to-date nationwide
and state-by-state data and analysis on Indian gaming
in the United States. A summary of the study’s
findings is included in Dr. Meister’s article starting on
page 29 of this issue of American Gaming Lawyer.
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PLAYER
REGULATION:
Coming to a Jurisdiction Near You?
By Jed M. Nosal

W

hen gaming was authorized in Massachusetts
in 2011, the authority to grant up to three
resort style gaming licenses and one “slots
only” license was accompanied by many regulatory and
financial requirements designed by the State Legislature to encourage responsible gaming. Under this mandate, and before any facility has opened its doors, the
Massachusetts Gaming Commission (“MGC”) is moving
toward implementing rules and systems that will regulate
player behavior through a player management program
which may have a profound impact on gaming in the
Commonwealth and beyond.
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Massachusetts Responsible Gaming Background

To evaluate the impact of the program beyond the borders
of Massachusetts and around the world, it is important to
understand the regulatory environment in which the state’s
responsible gaming program is being instituted. The MGC
has substantial regulatory authority to implement rules, regulations, and guidelines to further responsible gaming goals.
To be eligible to receive a license, a gaming applicant must
demonstrate to the MGC how it will address “compulsive gaming problems,” including “prevention programs targeted
toward vulnerable populations.”1 Finally, to monitor and study
the social impact of gaming, the Gaming Act provides for
funding “to assist social service and public health programs
dedicated to addressing problems associated with compulsive

gambling….”2 The Act sets aside an unprecedented 5% of all Massachusetts gaming tax
revenue to use for public health purposes which
is estimated to be approximately $20-$25 million
annually.3
To implement its statutory mandates, the
MGC has adopted a Responsible Gaming Framework (“Framework”) to inform the MGC as it
designs and implements programs and regulations
to address problem gaming. The Framework
states that the MGC will implement responsible
gaming measures through an evidence based
approach, but at the same time reserves a “precautionary approach”… “that rejects the notion
that risks are acceptable until harm has been
proven.”4 The strategy to implement the Framework includes player management tools, including
the ability for players to pre-commit to limits on
money and time (“pre-commitment”) for all players, not just players that are at risk.5 The MGC
commissioned a study by Strategic Science, led
by Dr. Judith Glynn, M.Sc., to evaluate these
programs around the world, including markets in
New Zealand, Singapore, Norway, Sweden,
Canada, and Australia.6 The pre-commitment program in Massachusetts is a byproduct of unique
regulatory mandates and policies heavily
geared toward responsible gaming.

Player Management Systems/
Pre-Commitment Programs

Player management and pre-commitment programs can vary widely in design and implementation. As a basic premise, these programs set limits
on the amounts of money and time players will
spend in or at a gaming establishment. The divide
over whether this type of program should be implemented grows substantially based on the details
of the program, including: whether it should be
designed for all players or just players that are at
higher risk for compulsive behavior; whether the
program should be mandatory for all players or
voluntary (“opt-in” or “opt-out”); whether incentives should be used for those who abide by precommitment levels and/or whether incentives
should be eliminated when limits are exceeded;
integration into gaming networks and player loyalty programs; and whether this type of program
should be limited to just slot machines.
For Massachusetts, Strategic Science recommended a mandatory program targeted to all
players that would include preset default limits
that can be changed or removed.7 Increases to limits, however, are subject to a “cooling off ” period.8
While described as “voluntary,” the proposed program requires all players to affirmatively “opt-out”
to avoid being subject to the limits and alerts.9
Continued on next page
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Artist rendering of Penn National Gaming's $225 million Plainridge Park Casino slots parlor which is being
constructed at the Plainridge harness race track in Plainville, Massachusetts.
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Artist rendering of Wynn Everett.
Steve Wynn won the Boston-area’s
lone casino license with a proposed
$1.6 billion complex on roughly 33 acres
on the Everett waterfront overlooking
Boston.

Continued from previous page

In addition, Strategic Science recommended that the program be integrated
with loyalty card systems, be network
based, and involve consequences for exceeding limits, including foregoing loyalty
points, in addition to other features.10 On
a comparison basis with player management programs internationally, the recommended Massachusetts program would be
one of the most intensive worldwide, in
addition to being a first in the United
States.

Industry Reaction to Massachusetts
Recommendations

While respecting the Commonwealth’s
commitment to responsible gaming,
industry reaction to the Massachusetts
player management proposal was fervently
led by the Commonwealth’s three licensees,
MGM Resorts International, Penn
National Gaming (“Penn”), and Wynn
Resorts.11 Each licensee, the American
Gaming Association, and the Association
of Gaming Equipment Manufacturers
questioned the lack of scientific research
supporting the need for mandatory player
management systems that will impact
player experience.12 The industry also
questioned the need for such a measure in
12
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“

The MGC appears
committed to heavily
evaluating the impact of its
program and in many
respects considers its use
in the first years a ‘test.’
The MGC considered
the approval of a
pre-commitment system
to be a significant
development for the
industry in Massachusetts
and potentially beyond.

”

a jurisdiction that has an unprecedented
amount of resources and other programs
to help identify and assist players that are
at risk.13 The licensees also questioned the
cost of implementing the programs versus
the more speculative benefits of addressing problem gaming, as well as the overall
cost to their businesses in potential patrons
lost to neighboring jurisdictions without
such regulations.14 Leading academics on
compulsive gaming also echoed the industry’s concerns regarding the lack of scientific evidence to support such a wide

ranging mandate, recommending that
Massachusetts further evaluate the
“efficacy and consequences of a variety of
pre-commitment procedures” on Massachusetts players.15
In addition, the licensees warned of
these programs having unintended consequences, including that mandated limits
may cause players to set limits above
those to which they may otherwise normally adhere. The licensees also raised
concerns about relying on self-reporting
through technology and whether the lack
of human interaction with players weakened efforts to combat problem gaming.
The licensees suggest an emphasis on staff
training, exclusion programs, and public
education and awareness — all programs
that have helped manage successful and
responsible gaming across the country and
around the world.

Player Management Technology

In addition to the policy debate over player
management systems, the Massachusetts
proceedings have highlighted some of
the potential, as well as the challenges, of
current player management technologies.
One of the most significant questions
about implementing the technology is
whether player management systems can

be integrated into host systems or whether
they will require separate systems. While
vendors such as GTECH and Bally Technologies presented information regarding
the functionality, utility, and cost of their
responsible gaming products, the MGC
reported the Gaming Standards Association’s (“GSA”) description of the state of the
player management industry as “in the
pioneer stage when it comes to technical
solutions for responsible gaming.”16
Penn, the first Massachusetts licensee
scheduled to open for business in the spring
of 2015, informed the MGC that vendors
currently providing casino management
systems to Penn in other jurisdictions indicated a need to either build or significantly
modify existing products to integrate into
Penn’s planned casino management system
for Massachusetts.17 Existing operators
may have even more significant challenges
when attempting to integrate a player management system into already installed systems. Notwithstanding the technological
challenges presented to the MGC, MGC
staff concluded that play management technology has become increasingly effective
and more cost efficient than systems
installed by early adopters in jurisdictions
outside of the U.S.18

Massachusetts:
Outcome and Next Steps

On December 4, 2014, the MGC voted to
adopt the recommendation to require
licensees to implement a player management system with limit setting options as
recommended in the Strategic Science

M.G.L. c. 23K §§ 15(6), 18(6).
M.G.L. c 23K, § 58.
3
M.G.L. c. 23K, §§ 59.
4
Mass. Gaming Comm’n, Responsible Gaming
Framework 4 (Version 1 Sept. 23, 2014).
5
Id.
6
Strategic Science, Informing Play Management Systems: International Review of Limit Setting Tools 3
(Oct. 2014).
7
Id. at 18-19.
8
Id.
9
Id.
1
2

Artist rendering of MGM’s $800 million
resort casino in Springfield.

Report, making Massachusetts the first
jurisdiction in the United States to require
operators to provide this function to players. The MGC, however, did make some
changes to Strategic Science’s recommendation. Accepting some of the concerns raised by the licensees and others, the
MGC made the pre-commitment program
a truly voluntary offering, meaning that
players would have to affirmatively request
to have limits imposed and receive notifications. Second, the MGC did not adopt
the recommendation that players receive
incentives for staying within limits. The
MGC also modified the type of notification
that players will receive, rejecting the
recommendation of more frequent or
intrusive notifications after limits have

Id.
Transcript, Mass. Gaming Comm’n Public Meeting No. 139, 16-90 (Nov. 20, 2014) .
12
Id.
13
Id.
14
Id.
15
Letter from Dr. Howard Shaffer, Ph.D., C.A.S.,
Assoc. Professor, Harvard Med. Sch. & Dir., Cambridge Health Alliance, Div. on Addiction & Dr.
Robert Ladouceur, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus, Sch.
of Psychology, Universite Leval., to Mass. Gaming
Comm’n (Oct. 30, 2014).
10
11

been exceeded in favor of notifications
when losses reach certain percentages of
the players’ preselected limits.
The MGC appears committed to heavily evaluating the impact of its program
and in many respects considers its use in
the first years a “test.” The MGC considered the approval of a pre-commitment
system to be a significant development for
the industry in Massachusetts and
potentially beyond. Still, the more difficult
task of implementing the necessary regulations and actually getting a functional
system up and running in time for Penn’s
opening in the spring of 2015 remains
uncertain, as does the proposed program’s
impact on problem gaming and overall
player experience. ♣

Mass. Gaming Comm’n, Responsible Gaming
Framework: Mass. P’ship on Responsible Gaming
(July 23, 2014).
17
Letter from Timothy J. Wilmot, President & CEO,
Penn Nat’l Gaming, to Steven Crosby, Chairman,
Mass. Gaming Comm’n (Nov. 13, 2014).
18
Memorandum from Mark Linden, Dir., Research &
Problem Gaming, to Mass. Gaming Comm’n (Oct.
21, 2014).
16
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Culture of Compliance:
Don’t Put the AML Cart Before the Horse
By Kevin Rosenberg
romoting a culture of compliance
remains key to improving and
strengthening adherence to the
Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) through a healthy
anti-money laundering (AML) program.
To be sure, a 2014 Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)1 advisory
stressed improving a BSA/AML compliance culture by ensuring that:

P

1. Leadership is actively involved
and engaged,

2. Leadership understands the

purposes and uses of BSA reports,

3. Revenue interests do not
compromise compliance,

4. Relevant information is shared
across departments,

5. Leadership provides adequate

human and technical resources
to compliance, and

6. Compliance programs are
assessed by independent,
qualified, unbiased, and
conflict-free tests.2

That being said, an AML program will
only be truly effective if those designing
and executing it keep the compliance “cart”
(comprehensive AML program supported
with a strong culture of compliance) and
AML “horse” (basic understanding of
money laundering crimes reflecting the real
world) in the proper order.
Money laundering is typically
thought to be simply the process of removing the “taint” from money generated
by criminal activity. In reality, it is much
more and shows up in a number of differ-

14
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ent and often unexpected
settings. Appreciating
how criminals intend to
exploit a financial institution to launder funds will
help the institution craft a more meaningful AML program and keep the compliance cart behind the AML horse.
This article provides a basic overview
of money laundering statutes as a backdrop for appreciating and addressing compliance risks. Next, this article provides
“real world examples” of how these crimes
show up – allowing financial institutions
to better appreciate how to comply with
laws and regulations designed to stop
and/or detect money laundering.

Money Laundering Crimes

The Currency and Foreign Transactions
Reporting Act of 1970 (aka, the BSA)
requires U.S. financial institutions to assist
U.S. government agencies to detect and
prevent money laundering. The Money
Laundering Control Act, enacted in 1986
and codified at 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 and 1957,
provided law enforcement with a host of
then new weapons to combat drug trafficking. Financial institutions covered by
these laws include: casinos; card clubs;
banks; credit unions; branches or agencies
of foreign banks; insurance companies;
travel agencies; car, boat, or airplane dealers; securities brokers or dealers; money
services businesses; jewelers; pawnbrokers;
and futures or commodities brokers.3
Money laundering crimes fall into two
basic categories: those penalizing failure to
comply with reporting requirements and
those penalizing engaging in certain transactions that help criminals launder funds.

“Reporting” Crimes

Federal law requires financial institutions
to file reports documenting certain transactions. The failure to do could result in
criminal prosecution. For instance, financial institutions must file a Currency
Transaction Report for each deposit, withdrawal, exchange of currency or other
payment of currency of more than
$10,000 by, through, or to the financial
institution.4 Financial institution must
also file similar reports when individuals
transport “monetary instruments” (cash,
traveler’s checks, negotiable instruments,
and securities or bearer bonds) in or out of
the United States on their persons or via
the mail or private shipper.5 Financial
institutions must also verify the identity of
an account holder buying a bank check,
cashier’s check, traveler’s check, or money
order of $3,000 or more, may only sell
these instruments to account holders, and
must report these transactions.6
Anyone engaged in a trade or business, whether a financial institution or not,
must complete a Form 8300, which reports
any transaction for more than $10,000 in
“coin or currency” of the United States or
any other country.7 FinCEN has the
authority to lower the $10,000 figure in
certain areas by issuing geographic targeting orders. In October 2014 FinCEN did
that to the Los Angeles Fashion District,
temporarily requiring ten types of busi-

nesses there to file Form 8300s for transactions of
more than $3,000.8
Lastly, financial transactions must file suspicious activity reports (SARs) for transactions it
knows, suspects, or has reason to suspect: (1)
involved funds derived from illegal activity or is
intended or conducted in order to hide or disguise
funds or assets derived from illegal activity; (2)
were designed to evade the reporting/recordkeeping requirements of the BSA; or (3) had no business or apparent lawful purpose or was not the sort
in which the particular customer would normally
be expected to engage, and the institution knew of
no reasonable explanation for the transaction after
examining the available facts.9 Casinos must also
file SARs for transactions it knows, suspects, or has
reason to suspect “involved use of the casino
to facilitate criminal activity.”10

“Act” Crimes

Federal law criminalizes actions by individuals and
companies involving funds from “specified unlawful activity.” Nearly 200 different federal offenses
constitute specified unlawful activity (“SUA”), most
notably: Federal health care offenses; certain controlled substances crimes; bringing in and harboring illegal aliens for financial gain; bankruptcy
fraud; bribery of public officials or witnesses;
smuggling goods into the United States; unlawful
firearms importation; bank fraud; unlawful procurement of U.S. citizenship; racketeering; mail
theft; sexual exploitation of children; interstate
transportation of stolen property; financing
terrorism; smuggling or export control violations;
and wire fraud.11 Specifically, federal law criminalizes money laundering occurring by way of:

1. a financial transaction intending or

designed to promote an SUA, conceal the
nature, location, source, ownership, or control of SUA proceeds, avoid reporting
requirements, or evade taxes;

2. an international financial transac-

tion intended to promote an SUA,
conceal the nature, location, source, ownership, or control of SUA proceeds, or avoid
reporting requirement;

3. a government sting operation involving

a financial transaction or attempted financial

transaction with property represented to be
the proceeds of an SUA with the intent to
promote an SUA, conceal the nature, location, source, ownership, or control of SUA
proceeds, or avoid reporting requirement; or

4. conspiracies to commit the same.

12

Financial transactions are defined broadly as
transactions “which in any way or degree affects
interstate or foreign commerce involving the
movement of funds by wire or other means or
involving one or more monetary instruments, or
involving the transfer of title to any real property,
vehicle, vessel, or aircraft, or a transaction involving the use of a financial institution which is
engaged in, or the activities of which affect, interstate or foreign commerce in any way or degree.”13
“Proceeds” means any property derived from or
obtained or retained, directly or indirectly, through
some form of unlawful activity, including the gross
receipts of such activity.14
Federal law also criminalizes knowingly
attempting to or actually engaging in a monetary
transaction involving more than $10,000 worth of
criminally derived property by or through a financial institution.15 A monetary transaction is the
“deposit, withdrawal, transfer, or exchange, in or
affecting interstate commerce, of funds or a monetary instrument by, through, or to a financial
institution.”16 Significantly, to be guilty of this
offense a defendant need only know “it was the
product of some illegal activity.17
Lastly, Federal law criminalizes breaking up
transactions to avoid the four different reporting
requirements identified above.18

The Real World

Money laundering is very much alive and well
internationally and locally. A 2014 State Department report designated sixty-six countries, including the United States, Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Mexico,
China, Japan, Israel, Canada, and the United Kingdom, as a “primary concern” for money laundering,
and another sixty-nine countries as a “concern” for
money laundering.19 FinCEN’s October 2014
Geographic Targeting Order for the Los Angeles
Fashion District confirms the scope of money
laundering in just one part of Los Angeles.
Continued on next page
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Health care fraudsters, drug traffickers, alien smugglers, Ponzi scheme operators, corrupt lawyers, politicians or judges
and other criminals typically use three steps
to “cleanse” their illicit funds and get them
into the legitimate financial stream. First,
money launderers move their funds by placing numerous small amounts into a different financial institution. Second, funds are
deposited into various accounts, sometimes
around the world, to move the money away
from its original source. Third, those funds
are used to purchase legal assets like real
estate, businesses, or personal property.

So, what does this all look like
in your world?

■ Your casino, hotel, or travel agent
customer/patron wire transfers large
amounts of funds to pay for services or
put on account, but the money comes
from originators you cannot link to the
customer/patron. That same customer’s
wires come from businesses, cities, or
countries to which he has no visible
link. That customer also breaks up his
wire transfers into numerous smaller
transfers.20
■ You bank a judge who makes many
large, round-dollar transactions, often
occurring on a single day, and has an
abnormal volume of activity compared
to account balances.21

■ Your casino or hotel patron arrives with
thousands of dollars in pre-paid gift
cards which he uses to pay his bill or
convert to a front-money deposit or
that customer’s “friends” overseas send
money to the hotel or casino.
■ Casino patron, not in cash intensive
industry, regularly exchanges small
bills for larger bills or makes regular or
large cash deposits.
■ You operate a check cashing business
that accepts hundreds of thousands of
dollars a month in personal checks
made out to a wildly popular family
restaurant and bar in a Los Angeles
suburb. Your bank provides accounts

16
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for that same restaurant and accepts
those same checks as deposits.22

■ An attorney accepts wire transfers into
his client trust account and then moves
those funds into another account as
requested by some individuals selling
securities for a small cut of the funds.23
■ Individuals making deposits or transfers into your customer’s accounts do not
know much about the customer or his
business.

■ Casino patron feeds thousands of
dollars in $100, $50, or $20 bills into slot
machine only to quickly cash out with just
a few plays.24

■ You bank a business account that shows
deposits at branches in cities or regions
different from where the business operates
and/or cash is withdrawn quickly after it
is deposited.25
■ You bank a business account that shows
money going out to businesses that do not
appear related to the stated business of
the account holder.
■ Employees of a popular medical
weight-loss clinic deposit tens of
thousands of dollars in cash, in individual
transactions of no more $8,000 each.
The same employees seek to exchange

1
FinCEN is a bureau of the U.S. Treasury Department
charged with safeguarding the financial system from illicit
use and combating money laundering and promoting national security through the collection, analysis, and dissemination of financial intelligence and strategic use of financial
authorities.
2
FIN-2014-A007 (August 11, 2014).
3
See 18 U.S.C. § 5312(a)(2), 31 C.F.R. § 103.11(n).
4
See 31 U.S.C. § 5313.
5
See 31 U.S.C. § 5316, 31 C.F.R. § 103.23.
6
See 31 U.S.C. § 5325.
7
See 31 U.S.C. § 5331.
8
See www.fincen.gov/news_room/nr/html/20141002.html.
9
See 31 U.S.C. § 5318(g).
10
See 31CFR § 103.21.
11
See 18 U.S.C. § 1956(c)(7).
12
See 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956(a), (h).
13
See 18 U.S.C. § 1956(c)(4).
14
See 18 U.S.C. § 1956(c)(9).
15
See 18 U.S.C. § 1957.
16
See Ninth Circuit Court of Appeal Model Criminal Jury
Instruction 8.150.
17
See 18 U.S.C. § 1957(c); Ninth Circuit Court of Appeal
Model Criminal Jury Instruction 8.150.
18
See Title 31, United States Code, Section 5324
19
See United States Department of State, Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs International Narcotics Control Strategy Report, Volume II: Money
Laundering and Financial Crimes (March 2014) at 32-36.

several thousand dollars in $20 bills to
$100 bills.26

■ Jewelry store customer who operates
health care clinics buys $60,000 platinum
and diamond ring.27

■ A customer whose stated business is
“producer,” deposits a large number of
small checks from many different people.28

What do these scenarios have in common?

Aside from the fact that many of them are
based on actual cases, the common thread is
the fact that the customer behaviors above
are inconsistent with how legitimate customers or businesses typically operate.
These scenarios involve individuals presenting behavior that is not what one would
normally expect. Of course, this alone does
not make the conduct criminal.
However, when these situations are
considered against the backdrop of how
money launderers operate, they should be
sufficient to get your institution asking more
questions - sometimes a lot more. Financial
institutions that understand how criminals
can or will try use them to complete the
three steps of money laundering will have
their AML “horse” and “cart” in the proper
order and be better equipped to detect and
report potential criminal activity. ♣

20
See e.g., http://www.nytimes.com/2013/08/28/us/lasvegas-casino-settles-in-money-laundering-inquiry.html
21
See
http://www.fincen.gov/news_room/nr/pdf/20150227.pdf (reporting $1.5 million penalty against bank for failing to report suspicious activity tied to judicial corruption).
22
See e.g.,
http://nj.gov/oag/newsreleases14/pr20141021b.html.
23
See e.g., http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/nyccrime/fla-lawyer-charged-brooklyn-court-money-laundering-article-1.1997745.
24
See e.g., http://www.wlky.com/news/men-wanted-in-connection-with-money-laundering-at-horseshoecasino/27305924
25
See FIN-2014-A005.pdf (FinCEN advisory on funnel accounts and trade-based money laundering).
26
See e.g.,
http://www.fincen.gov/law_enforcement/ss/html/July201
4_Case1.html
27
See e.g., http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/bioscan-principal-pleads-guilty-multi-million-dollar-health-care-fraudand-money-laundering
28
See
http://www.nj.com/bergen/index.ssf/2014/10/edgewater_music_producer_convicted_in_multimilliondollar_ponzi_scheme_feds_say.html

>> NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN LOTTERIES

Fraud and Ticket Brokering:
A Dilemma for Public Lotteries
By Dan Russell

T

he sale of lottery tickets in the
United States grew slightly over the
last year, up just shy of 2 percent to
$70.15 billion from $68.88 billion.1 This is
not to say that the industry is not performing at a very high level. At this dollar
value, if the nation’s lotteries were a
single entity, they would rank 69th internationally in Gross Domestic Product
(just above Cuba, slightly behind Belarus).2
California and Florida each exceeded $5
billion in sales, while New York led the
market (as New York includes play at its
video lottery terminals) with more than $9
billion in sales.

On the other side of these amazing
sales figures remains a slightly less rosy
situation, i.e., scandals dealing with the
underside of the lottery ticket sale/cashing business have made the front page of
newspapers in lottery jurisdictions around
the country. California, Georgia, Florida,
New Jersey, and many other states have
dealt with newspaper articles and television pieces, including ABC World News,
detailing the activities of unscrupulous
players and lottery retailers. With all of
the money in the industry, there has to
be a method for lotteries to prevent these
activities to continue; however, the question remains, what can be done about all
of this?
In the United States, any customer
holding a winning lottery ticket valued at
$600 or more is required to file paperwork
with the Internal Revenue Service and, as
such, the customer must work with the
State Lottery, rather than directly with a

There is a large market for non-winning
lottery tickets available for purchase on
the Internet. One eBay listing (left)
posted “$10,000 worth of non-winning
2014 Ohio lottery scratch-off tickets”
with a price tag of $125.

retailer, to cash his or her winning ticket.
This process creates a paper trail by which
lotteries are able to track payments of
medium-sized wins ($600 or more) up to
the largest jackpots, while details relating
to smaller wins ($599 or less) are largely
unknown to the lotteries.
Most customers with winning tickets
simply drive to the nearest Lottery office
to claim their prize. Those who have an interest in not claiming their own prize (for
reasons that include state-owed debt payment or tax avoidance) will find a “runner”
or “shadow winners” to cash their tickets
for them.

In a related form of tax evasion,
there is a large market for non-winning
scratch-off tickets on eBay, Craigslist
and other online sales websites. Players
seeking to reduce taxable winnings will
purchase these non-winning tickets to use
them as evidence to the IRS of the player’s
losses during the tax year in which his or
her win occurred. There are thousands of
dollars worth of non-winning tickets
available for purchase, right now. As of
this writing one eBay listing posted
“$10,000 worth of non-winning 2014
Ohio Lottery Scratch-Off Tickets” and
was being sold for $125.3
The methods by which lotteries attempt
to prevent these practices vary state to state
as well as internationally, both in their techniques and levels of effectiveness.
Continued on next page
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Example of a
Nationalized Approach
to Lottery Security

State-by-State
Approach Results in
Various Methodologies

The Florida Lottery tracks
players by the number of wins
they have obtained. As this number grows, so does the level of suspicion. Naturally, a player who wins
one time for $50 million is “lucky” – but
someone who wins $1,000 fifty times, or
more, is usually something else entirely. If
one of these players with a multitude of
wins happens to also be a retailer of lottery tickets their contract, allowing that
person to legally sell tickets, may also be
in jeopardy if an investigation reveals
any suspicious activity related to that
player/retailers wins.4
In Georgia, the Lottery’s methods of
tracking winning players is similar to the
description above. The main difference
between the two states is the way they handle retailers with a large volume of wins.
Georgia, rather than terminating a retailer’s
contract and its ability to continue to sell
lottery tickets, has refused to cash tickets for
players with a large number of wins or who
have taken part in other suspicious activities
that the Lottery is aware of (ticket batching, multiple validations, and so on).5
Both Florida and Georgia, like many
other lotteries, also conduct “sting” operations whereby, in one format or another,
Lottery staff presents a winning ticket to
retailers and asks the age-old question: is
this ticket a winner? The retailers’ handling
of the ticket will determine whether or not
they’ll be placed under arrest.6
Many lotteries also have struggled
with winners who have multiple “identities” in their prize payment system. By way
of example, historically, players were able
to self-identify prior to being paid a prize
of $600 or more. As one might imagine,
this resulted in some innocent cases of a
winner listing her name as Jane Q. Public
on her first payment processing docu18
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“

A Norway-based model
would solve two critical
problems simultaneously;
first, the vast majority of
ticket brokering and other
fraudulent activities would
be put out of business
overnight by a player tracking
system which ties certain
tickets to specific customers.
Second, lotteries would gain
the ability to market directly
to those customers who
are known to be buyers of
specific lottery products.

”

ments, then only as Jane Public on the
second set of documents. This also creates a host of opportunities for unethical
prize winners, or “winners,” to create many
identities once they learn the process. More
recently, tax identification number matching processes have gone into place to
ensure proper tax payments by prize winners and also to prevent multiple identities
being created for the same person. This is
certainly a best practice that all lotteries
should incorporate into their internal
controls.

Norway has a population of
just more than 5 million and
its lottery operator, Norsk Tipping, generated gross sales of
$2.866 billion (USD) in 2014. Admittedly, Norsk Tipping operates
sports wagering in addition to instant and terminal game sales but,
nonetheless, its sales figures are very
impressive. In addition, Norway incorporates into its online and in-store
sales process a way for players to connect the ticket(s) he or she purchases with
themselves.7 According to the company’s
Managing Director, Axel Krogvig:
We are now living up to the
wish of authorities such as The
Norwegian Gaming Authority and
the Criminal Division of the Norwegian Police Authority for 100
percent registered gaming under the
auspices of Norsk Tipping. Registered gaming prevents money laundering using winning receipts, and is
also an effective age control for the
18 year gaming limit... .
The phrase “registered gaming”
means that customers must hold a player’s
card and present that card before purchasing a lottery product. The downside
for the player is the registration requirement and the additional few seconds it
takes for each purchase to occur. The upside to the player is that their winning
ticket can only be cashed by them, and
even if the ticket is lost, the “win” is still
tracked and paid to the player who made
the purchase.
Registered gaming will be required in
Norway for the first time in 2015 but has
been an option to players for many years.
During the optional period, Norsk Tipping
reports that more than 90 percent of purchases were made by players who chose to
register their purchase via the players card.8

Casino Industry Player Tracking:
Viable for U.S. Lotteries?

Marketing expenditures for the casino industry
hover around 4 percent of gross revenue, and
this number includes complementaries, promotions, direct marketing, and other facets such as
player tracking and database management.9
While some portions of the casino marketing
operation exist in the lottery space, such as
advertising and promotions, the most critical
engine driving the business, database and player
tracking, is nearly nonexistent.
A Norway-based model would solve two
critical problems simultaneously; first, the vast
majority of ticket brokering and other fraudulent activities would be put out of business
overnight by a player tracking system which ties
certain tickets to specific customers. Second,
lotteries would gain the ability to market directly
to those customers who are known to be buyers of specific lottery products.
The current model of marketing lottery
products, namely television, radio and billboard
advertisements, have been very successful in
building a $70 billion industry. However sales
figures, for the first time in the history of modern lotteries, are flat. Powerball is being tweaked
by the Multistate Lottery Association (MUSL)
in the hopes of solving a sales slump, and
t h e Monopoly Millionaires’ Club, another
multi-state game targeting an increase in terminal game sales, operated for less than four
months before being shelved due to horrible
sales figures.10

As the regional gaming markets expand,
players are growing more and more accustomed
to receiving targeted marketing pieces directly
via mail or e-mail from their local casino. The
success of this regional/ locals market is
confirmed by the overwhelming success of
Pennsylvania and New York’s new operations,
while historical vacation destinations such as
Atlantic City and Las Vegas struggle to find
their respective footholds.
Many lottery players also gamble at casinos;
the inverse of this is also true: simply stated, a
gambler likes to gamble. Lotteries remain committed to a non-gaming style of marketing while
statistics clearly indicate that a lottery customer
is a casino player, and vice versa.
The nationwide ticket brokering and
other fraudulent activities in multiple states
will continue until such time as the major state
lotteries take the lead and implement real measures to prevent them. Undoubtedly, a step
towards the Norwegian model of security would
severely hinder illegal operators who steal from
honest customers and broker tickets with those
seeking to avoid paying taxes. The fact that this
same security step would also allow lotteries to
market directly to their customers and increase
revenues in a casino database model makes this
setup a perfect match for the American lottery
industry. ♣

Dan Russell

Dan Russell is special counsel in Jones
Walker LLP and his practice focuses on
civil and administrative litigation,
gaming, and governmental law.
He most recently served as General
Counsel of the Florida Lottery where
he managed the legal affairs of the
Lottery’s $5.5 billion operations. In
addition to handling procurements,
bid protests, state and federal litigation,
and other legal matters for the Lottery,
Mr. Russell spearheaded the creation of
Florida’s Lottery Retailer Integrity
Program.

NASPL - http://www.naspl.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=content&menuid=17&pageid=1025.
World Bank - http://databank.worldbank.org/data/download/GDP.pdf.
3
eBay, February 18, 2014 - http://www.ebay.com/itm/10-000-WORTH-LOSING-2014-OHIO-LOTTERY-TICKETS-FOR-WHATEVER/271778800561?pt=US_Tickets_all_in_one&hash=item3f474763b1.
4
http://t.co/iHNb4QPD7x.
5
http://www.myfoxatlanta.com/story/26520101/ga-lottery-targets-shadow-winners.
6
http://www.flalottery.com/pressRelease.do?searchID=197780.
7
http://www.world-lotteries.org/cms/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=3091%3Anorsk-tipping-100-percent-registeredgaming&Itemid=100311&lang=en.
8
http://www.responsiblegambling.org/docs/research-reports/play-information-and-management-systems.pdf ?sfvrsn=10; see also
https://www.norsk-tipping.no/_attachment/66308/binary/88588?download=true.
1
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http://scholarworks.umass.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1055&context=gradconf_ hospitality
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>> NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN LOTTERIES

Lottery Messengers
and Lottery Aggregators
By Tal Itzhak Ron and Kovi Skier

T

he gaming industry is constantly developing and

opening new frontiers. Among the challenges that gamers

and operators must contend with are the strict regulations

governing gambling and casinos at large. Many jurisdictions ban
any sort of gaming altogether; others restrict all but one or two staterun lotteries. Serious gamers in search of the Big Payoff can find
themselves hampered time and again by these conditions. Yet the last six
months have produced a new instrument that is being implemented by more
and more gaming entrepreneurs.

Lottery Messengers and
Aggregators Websites

Lottery Messengers are an innovative new
development that picked up steam in 2014,
and we think we can expect that trend to
continue into 2015. The name gives the
game away: it’s essentially an arrangement
in which gamers allow an operator to purchase lottery tickets for them in high payout lotteries being held in other
jurisdictions. Often, such lotteries require
that ticket holders be residents of the host
country – such as in the U.S. – which prevents foreign gamers from purchasing
tickets on their own. To surmount this
obstacle, a “messenger” is provided by the
operator. The messenger buys the tickets,
sends the information to the client – while
maintaining possession of the tickets and,
thus, upholding regulations – and redeems
the prize in the event of a winning ticket.
The winnings are then transferred to the
gamer. This arrangement is the newest big
hit for big spenders living in countries with
less-than-lucrative local gaming options –
particularly in the Middle-East, in which
almost all countries ban casino gambling.
When multiple lotteries are presented, this
20
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is effectively a lottery aggregator, where a
player can use one site to test his lucky
numbers on several games.
Currently, Lottery Messengers come
in two forms. Described above is the
“Courier Service” model of business, in
which a physical courier in subject jurisdiction buys the tickets and maintains
possession of them in the beneficial
owner’s stead. Despite the logistical limitations and expenses inherent in this model
– which include having an agent on site,
with citizenship, who can be trusted to
hold the winnings in trust for the beneficiaries – many operators are actually preferring this method. It holds one clear
advantage: according to operators currently
investing in this approach, the service provided to gamers isn’t actually considered
to be a wagering service, but merely the
provision of access to an existing wagering service; and, as such, it does not need to
be licensed or regulated. Whether or not
such a claim will hold up with local authorities, however, remains to be seen. (Isle of
Man, for instance, regulates specifically
this type of business model, leading it to
be a jurisdiction of choice for some opera-

tions. Malta, whose government has a very
welcoming attitude towards online gaming, is another very good option).
The second form of Lottery Messengers – known as the “Insurance” model –
does not require the operator to physically
purchase tickets on the beneficiary’s behalf
at all, but rather, to take the players’
wagers on the predicted outcome of said
real-life lotteries. This option is much simpler to operate and requires the gaming
operator to expend fewer resources on the
logistical aspects of purchasing and holding the tickets and collecting the winnings.
However, unlike the abovementioned
“Courier Service” model, this is far more
likely to be classified as gaming, since the
operator is essentially betting against the
gamer on the outcome of the lottery, in
effect forming a “Contract for Difference.”
However, for these purposes, there are
plenty of licenses available for betting on
real world events or sporting events, of
which operators can avail themselves.
The Insurance model also allows
operators a greater degree of flexibility
regarding the betting options that can be
made available to players. For example,

rather than granting a specific
number, the player can bet on a
range. Lottonetix, for example, one
of the providers in the field, offers
players side betting options in
which the players can bet on evens
and odds. The potential side bet options are practically limitless.
To date, there are already
White-Label providers servicing
this field, which means conditions
are ripe for more operators to expand into it as well. The aforementioned Lottonetix is an example
The increasing popularity of this
of one such operator providing White-Latheater of operations ought not to lead
beling services in this field, but other leadoperators to believe that it is risk free.
ing providers come up in gaming events in
North America and Europe, such as LotIndeed, with new opportunities present,
toTech. However, the increasing popularas well as new risks, companies seeking
ity of this theater of operations ought
to take advantage of this option should
not to lead operators to believe that it is
first consult with legal and financial
risk free. Indeed, with new opportunities
counsel in order to ensure that it is the
present, as well as new risks, companies
best strategic option for them.
seeking to take advantage of this option
should first consult with legal and financial counsel in order to ensure that it is
the best strategic option for them. One
lies that run lotteries will see these type of websuch pothole to look out for is the risks inherent sites cutting a share of the public interest of
in the quest for the Big Payoff. Because the client those lotteries (which can be rectified in part, if a
base will consist of heavy spenders seeking big- website donates a share of its proceeds). Lottery
ger stakes, the potential risk will be high – at Messengers and Aggregators are challenging
least as far as the courier method is concerned. and volatile new additions in the gaming fields –
On the other hand, so is the income.
it will be interesting to see what developments
Another important factor is how local juris- await them in 2015. ♣
dictions may react to a perceived circumvention
of local gambling restrictions. It is entirely
Offshore Specialist and Gaming
Researcher Kovi Skier’s areas of work
possible that authorities will attempt to block
extend from Corporate and International
these types of services as they become more
Finance Law to gaming and regional and
historical politics. Research topics have
aware of them – or worse. For example, many
included advanced research into evidential
players seek to take advantage of Lottery Mesand corporate law models in various
senger services owing to the tight restrictions on
geographic regions. As a recent immigrant
to Israel from the United States working
gambling in their respective host countries –
at the Offshore Department at Tal Ron,
some of which are countries that adhere to varDrihem & Co. Law Firm, Kovi is
intimately acquainted with the business
ious forms and extents of Sharia law. Players who
structures and regulations of major
are perceived as circumventing the rules in such
Kovi Skier
providers in the field. Dealing with recent
AML and taxation regulations including
jurisdictions may find themselves on the receiving
FACTA assisted Kovi in representing many Hi-tech and gaming companies
end of harsh punishments, even corporal punishthroughout their incorporation processes. Kovi is also an avid gamer, specialments. Therefore, this can be considered someizing in real time strategy games. He has addressed student groups at various colleges across Israel, and his contributions can also be seen in articles in
thing of a moral hazard that operators should
several major financial and gaming publications, as well as in legal jourconsider when deciding which clients to register
nals. Kovi´s background has also given him a fundamental working knowledge of various regional Islamic groups and authorities, as well as
for such services. In other places, State Monopo-
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government counter-terrorism techniques.
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>> NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN JURISDICTIONS: AUSTRALIA
Artist rendering of the
proposed Greenland
Crown, one of the
final two bidders for
the Queen’s Wharf
site in Brisbane.

The Queensland Experiment
By Tony Rein & Jessica Tang

Q

ueensland’s gaming industry is on the verge of a second casino boom

following decades of reforms and policies aimed at tackling problem

gambling. In October 2013, the then Queensland government, the

Liberal National Party (LNP) announced plans to stamp Queensland on the
world stage as a major player on the international gaming and tourism scene.
On offer were three new casino licenses
across the State as part of larger Integrated Resort Developments (IRD)
which would have brought the total
22
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number of Queensland casinos to seven.
Since the Autumn 2014 edition, applicants have been selected, subject to full
approval, for sites near Cairns and the

Gold Coast, with the final licence for a
site at Queen’s Wharf, Brisbane (the capital city of Queensland), still up for
grabs. However, the Queensland State
elections took place on 31 January 2015
and the Australian Labor Party (ALP)
was elected into government. This result
significantly impacts the Gold Coast proposal in particular, and it will be interesting to see the effect of this change
on the other proposed developments.

Background

There has been a significant hiatus in casino
development in Australia, including Queensland.
The last casino to open in Australia was The Star
in Sydney, New South Wales, in 1996. Queensland’s three existing casino opened well prior to
that.
In the intervening period, anti-gambling
campaigners had some success in the public eye
drawing an association between casinos and
excessive betting, money laundering, addiction
and a general source of harm to the community.
It was against this backdrop that any real
progression and expansion of the casino industry
was halted. During this time, Queensland’s position as a national and international tourism hub
diminished resulting in, as the Premier described
it, a faded and jaded tourism industry. Seeking
solutions, in Se ptember 2013 the LNP
embarked on a sixteen day trade mission to Asia
and United Arab Emirates. Following this, it
acknowledged that there was huge global competition for tourists and that Queensland could
not merely rely on its natural attractions to
“fix” the State’s declining tourism industry. A
solution was the introduction of mega casino
resorts or IRDs. These larger than life developments have been embraced internationally,
particularly recently in Asia, with the successful openings of the Marina Bay Sands and
Resorts World Sentosa in Singapore reportedly contributing to a significant rise in visitors
to that country. Similar projects are underway or
planned in a number of Asian jurisdictions.

New Casino Licences

The LNP issued invitations to both national
and international gaming interests to place bids
for one of the three new casino licences on offer.
Of the twelve groups initially expressing interest, six were focussed on developing the
Queen’s Wharf site Brisbane whilst the other six
concentrated their efforts on regional Queensland.

Current Developments

Prior to the recent elections, the Queensland government was deep in negotiation with Aquis
(Tony Fung) and ASF Consortium for proposals
to develop IRDs at Yorkeys Knob, north of

Cairns and Broadwater, Gold Coast respectively.
These proposals will not be given the green light
and full approval until all environmental, planning and gaming licencing requirements are
satisfied. In August 2014, ASF’s $7.5 billion proposal to develop a cruise ship terminal and casino
resort across State land at the Gold Coast’s Spit
and Wave Break Island was rejected, a result of
strong community concerns particularly regarding the environmental impact. ASF is currently
undertaking extensive environmental studies for
the proposed development at Broadwater ahead
of releasing the required Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS).
ASF may be facing an uphill battle as the
new ALP government has voiced strong opposition to the development due to environmental and
community concerns. On the other hand, the ALP
has publicly supported Aquis’ development at
Yorkeys Knob, primarily due to the enormous
opportunities for job growth in the Cairns
region, subject to satisfying environmental
concerns.
Both groups will be unable to progress to
the next stage of approvals until probity and
environmental assessments are successfully
completed.
Also worth noting, in late December 2014,
following an unsuccessful bid to take over the
existing Reef Hotel Casino in Cairns, Aquis
successfully completed the acquisition of the
ailing Casino Canberra in the nation’s capital.
The battle for the Queen’s Wharf site in
Brisbane is still ongoing between the final two
bidders in the running, Greenland Group (spearheaded by Crown Resorts (James Packer)) and
Destination Brisbane Consortium (Echo Entertainment Group, Far East Consortium and Chow
Tai Fook Enterprises). Both bidders unveiled
their respective designs on 22 December 2014.
Whilst a final decision as to the preferred bidder
was expected in February, significant delays are
now expected with the change of government,
particularly given that the ALP has not yet outlined its position on the redevelopment of the
Queen’s Wharf site.

Tony Rein
Tony is a partner at Thomson Geer
lawyers with 25 years’ experience in
the gaming and leisure industry.
He is a recognised expert in the
industry, being ranked in Band 1 in
Chambers Asia-Pacific. Tony works
in all sectors of the industry with
international and domestic clients,
on the full spectrum of matters, from
regulatory and strategic advice work
to the largest and most complex
projects and transactions.
He can be reached at
trein@tglaw.com.au
http://www.tglaw.com.au
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“

Given Queensland’s
current debt (which is
expected to peak to $83 billion
in 2015-16), it is not surprising
that the gaming taxes and
predicted influx of tourism are
seen as significant sources
of revenue to assist the
Queensland government to
reach its goal of returning the
State’s budget to surplus
within three years.

”

Pictured above and at right, artist
renderings of Destination Brisbane
Consortium.

Continued from previous page

Qld Casino licensing approach and
regulatory framework

Casino licences, and the granting of same, are
governed by the Casino Control Act 1982 (Qld)
(Act) and associated Regulations. The Act
does not restrict the number of casino
licenses that the Governor may grant. The proposed additional
three casino licences will bring the tally in Queensland to a total
of seven (there are currently four casino licences in Queensland
- the Townsville Casino, Jupiters Casino (Gold Coast), Treasury
Casino (Brisbane) and the Reef Hotel Casino (Cairns)). This
will dwarf the number of casinos in other Australian states and
territories including New South Wales, which only has The
Star, Sydney, and soon, the proposed Crown Sydney at
Barangaroo.
It is interesting to note the unique casino regulatory
approach in Queensland to date. There is a requirement under
s19 of the Act for an agreement to be entered into between the
government and the proposed casino licensee prior to a casino
licence being granted. Each of these casino agreements have
also been ratified into legislation. This approach is not used in
any other Australian state or territory. Those legislated agreements set out the scope and regulatory nuances of each licence and cover, without limitation, development of
hotel-casino complexes, gaming machines including allowances and restrictions, financial arrangements and the
24
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operation and management of the casino. We assume this will
be followed with the new IRDs.
In December 2014, Aquis’ EIS for Yorkeys Knob was
approved, subject to conditions. Given that the proposal involves
some 343 hectares of rural land and includes plans to develop,
amongst other things, an artificial lake and island, aquarium,
golf course, rainforest and 7500 hotel rooms, we expect strict
government oversight of the development. ASF, who is yet
to release its EIS for its Broadwater site, is facing significant
community resistance and, if approved, regulation is likely to
focus on planning and environmental concerns, the details of
which will become clearer upon release of the EIS.
The government has not shed light on possible regulatory change, but this is likely once all probity investigations
and/or environmental impact statements have been completed.

Will the economic impact live up to expectations?

The government’s decision to grant three new casino licenses
was driven by the potential for a significant positive impact on
the State economy, as has been seen in various overseas juris-

Artist rendering of Crown Resort’s proposed $1.5 billion six star Crown Sydney Hotel
Resort at Barangaroo, Sydney. The proposed project is limited to only high rollers and
with strict minimum bet amounts and no gaming machines permitted.

dictions already. Undeniably, IRDs deliver a number of key economic benefits such as job creation, taxation
revenue, tourism and infrastructure improvement. Given Queensland’s current
debt (which is expected to peak to $83
billion in 2015-16), it is not surprising
that the gaming taxes and predicted influx of tourism are seen as significant
sources of revenue to assist the Queensland government to reach its goal of returning the State’s budget to surplus
within three years.
If given the green light, the proposed IRDs will undoubtedly result in
significant job creation in both the short
and long term. To give an idea of scale,
in its EIS, Aquis has forecasted the
creation of over 3700 construction jobs
and 20,000 ongoing resort jobs. In a similar vein, and while ASF’s proposal is currently being revised (and faces an uphill
battle with the new Government), it
has forecasted the creation of 1,300
construction jobs and 10,000 ongoing
operational jobs. If accurate, these figures
are attractive to the Queensland government, given that Cairns has Australia’s
10th highest unemployment rate at 8%

and the Gold Coast sits at 5.9%.
In other respects, an important
question in predicting whether the economic impact will be as great as expected
is whether sufficient demand exists or can
be created, both at a national and international level, to sustain three additional
casinos and associated resorts of the scale
proposed particularly given the regional
competition.
The Queensland Government is
betting on the IRDs being a major drawcard for both Queensland and Australia’s expansion into the Asian tourism
market. This follows IRDs becoming a
popular focus in countries such as Singapore, the Philippines and Vietnam—all
seeking to replicate, at least to some
extent, the success of Macau.
China’s growing middle class, which
currently stands at 300 million, is
expected to grow to more than 1 billion
and has been a leading driver of growth
in international tourism in recent times.
There are, however, some that doubt that
this trend will continue. The rate of
growth in Chinese tourism almost
halved between 2014 and 2013. Some
have suggested this indicates signs of a

cooling Chinese economy. Macau, for
example, saw a significant fall in gaming
revenue in late 2014, with much of this
decline being attributed to slowing
inbound tourism from China.
Also affecting the growth of
Chinese tourism could be the introduction of strict anti-corruption laws by the
Chinese government in late 2013. The
laws are designed to break the relationships between tour operators and gambling service providers in destination
countries. Whilst Australia was not a
target jurisdiction at this stage, these
laws could have effects on the Chinese
tourism market in Australia.
Whether there is sufficient demand
will also very much depend on the market
segments that the proposed casinos are
aiming to attract. There has been a shift
in recent times to a focus on attracting
VIP high rollers over mass market customers as there is a perception that this
will be the most lucrative market. If this
is a focus market segment for the proposed casinos, not only will they be competing against large international players,
but also from competition far closer to
home with the proposed casino at
Barangaroo, Sydney—limited to only
high rollers and with strict minimum bet
amounts and no gaming machines permitted.

Future for Queensland

Given that it seems likely that at least
one, and probably two, proposals will go
ahead, regulatory change in the Queensland scene is undoubtedly on the horizon.
The introduction of these IRDs will
bring new regulatory challenges and the
Queensland government will need to
tread carefully in order to balance the
competing economic, environmental
and social interests. We expect it will
be a long road with quite a few bends.
It will be interesting to monitor
the practical regulatory steps taken
in response to this second casino boom
and whether the introduction of the new
casinos will have the desired economic
impact. ♣
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New California Online Poker Bills Seek
Political Compromise and Consensus
But Could Prove Costly for the Santa Ysabel Tribe’s
Bet on Internet Bingo
By Heidi McNeil Staudenmaier and Anthony J. Carucci

C

alifornia is now poised to consider new Internet poker legislation for the
eighth consecutive year. Assemblyman Mike Gatto prefiled AB 9 in
December 2014 and Assemblyman Reggie Jones-Sawyer introduced

AB 167 in January 2015, both to be considered during the 2015 legislative
session.
Assemblyman Gatto’s bill would
allow Indian tribes with gaming compacts
and card clubs to operate online poker
websites for players located in California.
The bill excludes thoroughbred horse
racing facilities from participating, as have
previously introduced bills. As originally
filed, AB 9 included an in-person player
registration requirement. However, a
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proposed amendment to the bill would
remove this requirement. Additionally, in
its current form, AB 9 contains a “bad
actor” clause prohibiting any entity
from obtaining a license to operate online
poker if the company has accepted a bet or
engaged in a financial transaction related
to a bet after December 31, 2006 — the enactment date of the Unlawful Internet

Gambling Enforcement Act (“UIGEA”).
Such bad actor language has stifled
prior attempts to pass online poker legislation in California by thwarting consensus. A bad actor provision could effectively
exclude PokerStars from participating in
the California online poker market. PokerStars would likely fall within any bad
actor clause due to the company’s
involvement in the “Black Friday” federal
crackdown on illegal Internet gambling in
April 2011.
PokerStars, and its affiliate Full Tilt,
were acquired last year by Montreal-based
Amaya Gaming Group. Certain language
in AB 9 may provide a mechanism
whereby Amaya could obtain a license.
Amaya would need to demonstrate by
clear and convincing evidence that the use
of “covered assets,” as defined by the bill
(e.g., PokerStars’s trademarks, software,
technology, etc.), will not adversely affect
the regulation and control of intrastate
Internet poker. The bill does not indicate
how this standard may be satisfied.
Assemblyman Gatto has publicly
acknowledged “this is a very difficult bill”
and that “there is a 50-50 shot we fail
spectacularly once again.”
The competing bill, AB 167, has been
lauded by some as a “compromise” to AB 9.
This bill arguably removes two of the
largest stumbling blocks to consensus: (1)
deletion of the bad actor provisions, and
(2) inclusion of the race tracks being able
to participate in the online poker market.
AB 167 includes a one-time licensing fee

of $10 million, credited against the gross gaming revenue tax, with license terms lasting four
years. Licensed operators would be taxed at 8.5%
of “gross gaming revenue.” That term is defined
expansively to include all income from licensed
games before deducting the cost of operating
the games except for fees to marketing affiliates
and payment processing fees.
Such taxation could have a positive impact on
state revenue — some reports estimate that Internet poker in California could yield as much as $729
million in gross gaming revenue in the first year
alone. Indeed, both AB 9 and AB 167 are cognizant
of the tremendous economic potential of legalizing some form of Internet poker in California.
Both bills contain the following identical statement
regarding the economic impact of Internet poker:
“California players assume all risks, any negative
social or financial aspects are borne by the
citizens of California, and the revenues generated from online gambling are being realized by
offshore operators and do not provide any benefits to the citizens of California.”
Not surprisingly though, an approach that
enables the thoroughbred racing industry to participate alienates those tribes that stand to gain the
most from a more exclusive licensing system. Both

the Pechanga Indian Tribe and the Agua Caliente
Indian Tribe have been outspoken against AB
167 and have instead advocated limited Internet gaming. By contrast, the California PokerStars coalition — comprised of PokerStars, the
Morongo and San Manuel tribes, and several
card clubs — supports AB 167 because it lacks
the bad actor provision.
Instead of a bad actor provision, AB
167 requires the California Gambling Control
Commission and the Department of Justice, in
conjunction with other state agencies and tribal
gaming regulatory authorities, to issue licenses to
conduct Internet poker to “suitable” entities. The
bill currently lacks a cutoff date for ineligible
entities, although it does contain language excluding certain entities from eligibility. Specifically,
entities convicted of either having accepted a bet
over the Internet in violation of U.S. or California
law, or having aided or abetted another entity in
doing so, would be ineligible. This language
would not necessarily exclude PokerStars from
obtaining a license under Amaya’s ownership,
Continued on next page
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This is a very difficult bill.
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garnering the gaming giant’s support for
the bill.
These legislative efforts further
complicate issues for the Iipay Nation of
Santa Ysabel Indian Tribe as it fights to
establish its right to operate an online bingo
website pursuant to the Federal Indian
Gaming Regulatory Act (“IGRA”).
In November 2014, the Santa Ysabel
Tribe (“Tribe”) became the first Indian tribe
to offer “real-money” online gaming when it
launched an Internet bingo website using
“proxy” players (DesertRoseBingo.com).
The State of California promptly filed
suit to shut down the Tribe’s website,
alleging (1) breach of the Tribal-State
Compact and (2) violation of the UIGEA.
The United States filed its own suit for a
permanent injunction under the UIGEA.
On December 12, 2014, Judge Anthony
Battaglia of the U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of California granted the
State’s Motion for a Temporary Restraining Order (“TRO”) against the Tribe. The
TRO enjoins the Tribe from offering any
gambling over the Internet to persons not
physically located on the Tribe’s Indian
lands and from accepting any funds from
persons wagering over the Internet.
The litigation presents a case of first
impression with respect to a tribe’s right to
conduct class II gaming online pursuant to
the IGRA and the effect of the Internet on
a game’s status as class II or class III under
the statute. The outcome of the litigation
could set a critical precedent for Indian
gaming nationwide. Tribes across the country may be willing to follow Santa Ysabel
into the online gaming market if the Tribe
successfully establishes its right to conduct
online class II gaming pursuant to IGRA.
By contrast, a defeat may set a precedent
sufficient to deter many, if not all, tribes
from attempting to offer online gaming in
the absence of legislation or a Tribal-State
Compact authorizing them to do so.
IGRA’s classification system is at the
heart of the litigation. How the Tribe’s
game is characterized determines whether
28
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Tribe from offering any
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accepting any funds from
persons wagering over
the Internet.
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it is classified as permissible class II gaming subject only to Tribal regulation or as
class III gaming prohibited by the Tribe’s
Compact. IGRA allows tribes to conduct
class II gaming on Indian lands free from
state regulation. The key issue is whether
“on Indian lands” means the player must be
physically located on the Tribe’s reservation, or whether “electronic, computer, or
other technologic aids” encompass technology enabling people to gamble on Indian
lands while physically located elsewhere.
There seems to be tension in the
sources construing IGRA’s requirements
for “electronic, computer, or other technologic aids” between the aid incorporating all

of the characteristics of the game into an
electronic format and the aid increasing
participation among players. On the one
hand, the Internet arguably fits Congress’s
description of a technologic aid as something aimed at enabling broader participation. On the other hand, the Tribe’s online
bingo game incorporates all the characteristics of the game into an electronic format
— which the National Indian Gaming
Commission and some courts have interpreted as the benchmark for identifying a
facsimile under IGRA. If the game is
deemed a facsimile, and not a technologic
aid, then it falls outside the class II definition and is a class III game.
Notwithstanding the TRO, the Tribe
does not appear ready to back down. The
Tribe filed a Motion to Dismiss the State’s
Complaint. If the Court denies the
Tribe’s Motion to Dismiss, the Tribe
may file a permissive interlocutory appeal
to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. In
the event the Ninth Circuit denies the
Tribe’s appeal, the parties have stipulated
to expedite proceedings to be held in
connection with a permanent injunction
hearing consolidating the trial on the
merits.
While it is unclear what effect online
poker legislation may have on other tribal
efforts to operate online bingo, such
legislation could prove costly for the
Santa Ysabel Tribe. If a bad actor clause is
in a bill signed into law, then the Tribe may
be precluded from operating Internet poker
if its bid to operate online bingo fails. If, on
the other hand, AB 167 is signed into law
without any substantive changes to its bad
actor approach, then the Tribe may be able
to obtain a license to operate Internet poker
at the regulatory agencies’ discretion,
regardless of the merits or outcome of the
Tribe’s bid to operate an online bingo
website.
Without a doubt, the gaming industry
will be keeping a careful eye on the State of
California in 2015. ♣

Impact of the Economy on
Indian Gaming vs. Impact of Indian
Gaming on the Economy
By Alan P. Meister, Ph.D.

O

ver the last few years, the Great Recession and its lingering effects
have greatly contributed to a slowdown of Indian gaming. Amid slower
growth of economic output and disposable personal income in the U.S.,

aggregate gaming revenue for Indian gaming nationwide grew only 0.5% in calendar year 2013, the most recent year for which Indian gaming data are
available. This was down from 1.9% in calendar year 2012.

operating approximately 353,000 gaming
machines and 7,700 table games in 476
gaming facilities across 28 states.

INDIAN GAMING BY STATE
AND CLASS OF GAMING

INDIAN GAMING ON A
NATIONWIDE BASIS

Despite slower growth,
gaming revenue was at an
all-time high of $28.3
billion in 2013. In addition, 2013 marked the
fourth straight year of
gaming revenue growth,
albeit only moderate growth, following its
only decline in 2009 at the tail end of the
Great Recession. As in the recent past,
non-gaming revenue grew at a faster rate

than gaming revenue in 2013, growing
4.7% to $3.6 billion.
Indian gaming is very fragmented.
In 2013, it consisted of 243 unique tribes

While the growth of Indian gaming on a
nationwide basis slowed down in 2013,
performance varied widely across states
and classes of gaming. Gaming revenue
growth ranged from +39% in Texas to 8% in New York, with 61% of the states
(17 of 28) experiencing growth over 2012.
The fastest-growing states after Texas
were Nebraska, North Carolina, Montana,
and Louisiana, with four of these five having either a new casino opening or an old
one significantly expanded or fully replaced in 2013. The fastest-declining
states after New York were Wyoming,
Idaho, Connecticut, and Alaska.
Continued on next page
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The Slowdown of Other
Casino Gaming Segments
The economy in 2013 had a dampening effect on other casino
gaming segments as well. As measured by gaming revenue, the
commercial casino segment only grew 1.5% to $29.9 billion,
while the racetrack casino (aka racino) segment declined for the
first time in its history, falling 0.2% to $7.9 billion. This was
slower growth for both segments as compared to 2012, when
they grew 3.8% and 8.4%, respectively.
Relative to Indian gaming, the growth of the commercial
casino and racino segments were somewhat atypical in 2013. The commercial casino segment’s
growth rate was three times that of Indian gaming,
while Indian gaming’s growth rate was two and a
half times that of the racino segment. This was only
the third time in 20 years that the commercial
casino segment outgrew Indian gaming, and only
the fourth time in that same timespan that Indian
gaming outgrew the racino segment.
The faster growth of the commercial casino
segment in 2013 was largely driven by the introduction of casinos in new or expanding jurisdictions,
and the introduction of new games:
• New casinos were opened in Maryland and
Pennsylvania (one casino each);
• New casinos completed their first full year of
operations in Ohio (3), Pennsylvania (1), Maryland
(1), Kansas (1), Maine (1), and Louisiana (1); and
• Table games were introduced in Maryland.
Also, some of the gain of the commercial casino
segment came at the expense of the racino segment.
Continued from previous page

The states that provided the largest boost
to nationwide gaming revenue growth in
2013 were (from high to low): Florida,
Oklahoma, Louisiana, California, and
Washington. The states that dragged
down nationwide Indian gaming growth
the most in 2013 were: Connecticut,
New York, Michigan, Minnesota, and
Wisconsin.
Gaming revenue for Indian gaming
continued to be highly concentrated
within certain states in 2013. The largest
gaming revenue state continued to be
California, where gaming revenue increased only about 0.5% to $7 billion. This
means that California alone accounted for
about 25% of gaming revenue. The top
two states, California and Oklahoma, gen30
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erated a combined 38% of gaming revenue. Meanwhile, the top five states,
which included Florida, Washington, and
Arizona with California and Oklahoma,
accounted for approximately 61% of total
gaming revenue. The top 10 states, which
added Connecticut, Michigan, Minnesota,
Wisconsin, and New York to the top five
states, generated 85% of total gaming
revenue.
Gaming revenue also continued to be
highly concentrated among a small percentage of Indian gaming facilities. In
2013, the top 6% of all Indian gaming
facilities, which each generated $250 million or more, accounted for approximately
41% of total gaming revenue at all Indian
gaming facilities. And while the top 29%
of gaming facilities, which each generated

$50 million or more, accounted for about
84% of gaming revenue, the bottom 35%
of gaming facilities, which each generated
$10 million or less, accounted for only 2%
of gaming revenue.
There was also a wide disparity in
performance across the classes of Indian
gaming in 2013. The 24 Indian gaming
states with at least some Class III gaming
(i.e., Las Vegas style gaming) generated
98% of total gaming revenue, while the
four states with only Class II gaming,
which included bingo and games similar
to bingo, including electronic bingo
machines, generated 2% of total gaming
revenue. Although Class II gaming was
only a small portion of nationwide Indian
gaming, it grew much faster than Class III
gaming. Class II only states as a group,

which included Alabama, Alaska, Nebraska,
and Texas, grew 9% in 2013. This growth
rate was 30 times that for states with at least
some Class III, which only grew 0.3%. It is
also noted that Class II gaming machines
continued to operate in some states with
Class III gaming, including Oklahoma, California, Florida, Washington, New York, and
Wisconsin. Class II machines have served as
a viable option where there is a cap on the
number of Class III machines allowed, limitations on the types of Class III machines
allowed, or revenue sharing required with the
operation of Class III machines.

THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF
INDIAN GAMING

Despite its general slowdown in 2013, Indian
gaming still had a significant economic
impact. First and foremost, Indian gaming
continued to serve as a means of promoting
tribal economic development, self-sufficiency,
and strong tribal governments. Gaming
profits were used to:
■ Fund tribal government operations;
■ Develop tribal infrastructure;

■ Support social and economic
programs and services, such as
health care, housing, education,
public safety, vocational training,
elderly care, transportation, and
environmental and natural resource
services; and
■ Finance economic development
efforts, such as the development of
other tribal enterprises.

Bottom line: Indian gaming has enabled
tribes to better provide for the general
welfare of their tribal members than they
otherwise would.

In addition to having a positive impact
on Native American tribes and their tribal
members, Indian gaming facilities continued
to make a significant economic impact on
their surrounding communities and the

“

Despite its general
slowdown in 2013, Indian gaming
still had a significant economic
impact. First and foremost,
Indian gaming continued to serve
as a means of promoting tribal
economic development,
self-sufficiency, and strong
tribal governments.

”

economy. Indian gaming facilities, including
their non-gaming operations, directly generated economic activity by purchasing goods
and services, providing jobs and wages,
assisting charities, and making revenue sharing payments to federal, state, and local governments. Indian gaming also led to
secondary impacts including and resulting
from the iteration of purchases of goods and
services by: tribal governments and enterprises; suppliers to Indian gaming facilities,
tribal governments, and other impacted businesses; and households of employees at Indian gaming facilities, tribal governments,
and other impacted businesses.
In 2013, these direct and secondary impacts on the U.S. economy totaled approximately:
■ $91.1 billion in output
(i.e., value of sales);
■ 612,000 jobs;

■ $27.6 billion in wages;

■ $2 billion in direct revenue sharing
payments to federal, state, and local
governments; and
■ $7.1 billion in federal, state, and local
taxes on secondary economic activity
stimulated by Indian gaming. ♣
* Data contained in this article come from the
2015 Edition of the Indian Gaming Industry
Report. For more information on the report,
please visit: www.indiangamingreport.com.
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AMERICA’S “OUTLIER:”
LAS VEGAS SUCCESS AND SURVIVAL
By William N. Thompson

L

as Vegas casino performance suffered from the great
recession but now, in comparison with other casino
venues, appears to be stable and in a state of positive
recovery. This article looks at factors behind the strength of
the Las Vegas gaming scene.
Recently I was sitting in my office at the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas. The telephone rang. It was a reporter from a Reno
newspaper. He was excited because Reno city officials had
announced they were sponsoring a triathlon race that would draw
32
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competitors from all over the country. He added that Reno had held
a hot air balloon race, and that they were going to have a major
parade of antique automobiles. He asked my opinion about these
events. I indicated that I was impressed. Then he inquired, “Just
what events does Las Vegas have on its docket?” I gave the moment
an appropriate pause, and I simply replied, “Las Vegas doesn’t have
events. Las Vegas IS the event!”
Forty-one million visitors came to Las Vegas in 2014. People
do not come because Las Vegas is the site of a game or a race, a
parade or boxing match or a concert. People come because this IS
Las Vegas. They come in all seasons, they come on weekends and

on weekdays. A line-up of activities never stops. The motion of the Las Vegas tourism model. They offered little more than gamthe city serves as a virtual vacuum drawing the constant flow of bling, and most of that was not for tourists but rather for “dayvisitors. Las Vegas has more live entertainment guests than Los trippers” who came to town on buses from New York City and
Angeles, New York, and London combined. Yet the number one Philadelphia. Discussions of building a new convention center
activity is not marathon running but simply
lingered for decades until a center attached to
walking, walking, and walking and gazing at
the Sheraton Hotel was built in 1999. DevelThe year of 2014
casinos on the Strip or moving light shows on
began with Atlantic City opment of a major airport directly connecting
Fremont Street. Las Vegas guests enjoy meals
having twelve casinos; Atlantic City to major cities not on the East
from the finest chefs. More restaurant meals
never materialized. Yet as the only East
the year ended with eight Coast
are served in Las Vegas than in any other place
Coast city with casinos, Atlantic City did well
casinos opened.
except New York City. Visitors to Las Vegas
until other casinos appeared in the region.
enjoy the world’s greatest concentration of
Native Americans opened casinos with Foxhigh-end shopping. Las Vegas leads the nation in conventions. woods and then the Mohegan Sun in Connecticut. Later casinos
The 150,000 hotel rooms of Las Vegas are the largest number came to West Virginia, Delaware, Pennsylvania, and then to
of any city in the world. And, Las Vegas offers more gambling Maryland and the outer reaches of New York itself. Atlantic City
opportunities that any location save Macau. Las Vegas is an event had been content to have slow growth as competition was miniwithout time boundaries. Its perpetual motion of event experiContinued on next page
ences places it far beyond any ambience found in any other
community in America. Las Vegas
is “America’s Outlier.”
The Merriam Webster Dictionary defines “Outlier” as “Something
situated away from or classed
differently from a main body.” The
notion of individual success is
chronicled in Malcom Gladwell’s
book Outliers. He presents portraits
of notable individuals. He finds
success with persons who have
lived outside “the mainstream” of
an ordinary existence maintaining
traits that led to their exceptionalism. While his focus is on the individual, his approach to explaining
success in the context of the
“outlier” may be replicated in the
examination of one American city:
Las Vegas. Using his approach we
may demonstrate how Las Vegas
has achieved what has to be considered a unique position of success
in the American cultural scene,
and why casino gaming remains
strong in Las Vegas while signs of
decline are witnessed in other
gaming venues.
In 1978, Atlantic City became
the only community outside of
Nevada to have casinos. Over two
decades the resort saw the opening Atlantic City: Then & Now. Pictured top (Atlantic City circa 1980), the Golden Nugget Hotel &
of twelve casinos. However, the Casino was built by Steve Wynn and was Atlantic City's sixth casino after legalized gambling was
casinos were not able to duplicate passed in 1976. By the end 2014, four casinos closed their doors—Atlantic Club, Showboat,

“

”

Trump Plaza, followed by the Revel which was only open for 10 short months.
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Mississippi authorized casinos in 1990. Two centers of activity—
Tunica in the north near Memphis, Tennessee, and Biloxi-Gulfport in
the south near New Orleans—made Mississippi the third casino
venue in the United States.

Continued from previous page

mal, doing little to build the fabric of a tourist city. The city’s convention center went into decay, the city lacked any major airport,
and highway transportation was difficult. Then competition hit and
hit hard. The recession added to a major decline. Casino revenues
fell from $5.2 billion for the casinos in 2006 to $2.9 billion in 2013.
The year of 2014 began with Atlantic City having twelve casinos;
the year ended with eight casinos opened.
In the beginning of the 2014 following Storm Sandy, the
Atlantic Club closed, then in the fall major operator Caesars
purposely closed the Showboat, which was not losing money but
because they wanted to reduce competition. In mid-September The
Trump Plaza closed followed by the Revel. While the Atlantic City
casinos had never held a philosophy against competition, they now
embraced the notion that they could survive only if casinos were
restricted. As they put up the sign saying “No Room at the Inn,”
operatives were lauding the reduced competition. The mayor of
the city said—and this is THIRTY-SIX YEARS after casinos
opened—that Atlantic City would be remaking itself as a multifaceted destination—like maybe thirty-six years too late. There
were now more pieces (casinos) in the pie of North East U.S. gaming, but the pie was not growing. Each casino of the region was
taking a hit to the bottom line.

Since the onset of the recession, gaming revenues in Reno
have been cut in half.
34
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Mississippi authorized casinos in 1990. Two centers of activity—Tunica in the north near Memphis, Tennessee, and BiloxiGulfport in the south near New Orleans—made Mississippi the
third casino venue in the United States. Even as nearby Louisiana
developed casinos, Mississippi held its own. However, the casinos
were not located in desirable places. They had to be on water, and
floods and hurricanes were inevitable. Coupled with the recession
beginning after 2007, and a flood in 2011, came a wave of competition with racetrack casinos in Alabama and Arkansas. One
Arkansas facility was in West Memphis just a bridge away from the
major market for Tunica. Several casinos closed their doors.
Revenues made a steady drop between 2007 and 2014.
Reno became the nation’s leading casino venue in the 1930s,
but by the 1950s, Las Vegas outpaced its northern rival. In intervening decades, Reno’s casinos declined. Many closed. The newest
casino, the Silver Legacy, was opened in 1995, but bankruptcy has
taken its luster away. Reno doesn’t offer Las Vegas type shows, and
its convention center was built several miles away from the casino
center on Virginia Street. Unlike Las Vegas, Reno had a population
that was quite divided on the desirability of having casinos.
The opposition fought developments of highways and an airport
that was focused upon drawing tourists. Modern jet aircraft could
not land in Reno until ten years after their arrival in Las Vegas.
Since the onset of the recession, gaming revenues in Reno have been
cut in half. Competition from Native American casinos in northern
California was devastating. Many hopes for Reno seem to be aimed
at winning the 2026 Winter Olympics for nearby ski-resorts.
othing seemed to be in the way of casino revenue growth in
Macau. The enclave was placed under Chinese government
control in 1999. It had been the sole casino venue on the
Chinese Coast since the 1800s. In 1962 a dozen casinos were made
a monopoly guided by Stanley Ho. However, following the 1999
takeover, the Chinese permitted new license holders. Six license
holders came to develop thirty-five casinos included the largest in
the world. The Chinese welcomed the expansion of gaming as they
showed lenience toward mainland Chinese who wished to
visit casinos. From the opening of new casinos in 2004 until
2014, gaming revenues increased from a few billion dollars
(U.S.) to $44 billion. This compared with the $7 billion won
by Las Vegas Strip casinos. In addition to Ho, new license
holders included the best American casinos companies and
entrepreneurs—Sheldon Adelson’s Venetian and Sands,
Steve Wynn’s Wynn Resorts, and Kirk Kerkorian’s M.G.M.
Grand properties. The best owners were not enough. The
year 2014 witnessed a turnaround. For the first time
gaming revenues fell. In some months they were off by 30%
and while new resorts were being built, the downturn
persisted. One cause of troubles came in negative policies
adopted by the central China government which was
irritated over gaming by civil servants who embezzled
funds from public treasuries. China also experienced
signs of economic decline that hit the pocketbooks of
gamers. Unlike Las Vegas, new casinos of Macau did not
feature outstanding non-gaming attractions.

N

Central factors behind the survival of Las
Vegas casinos were in place throughout the
modern history of the city. The overwhelming
majority of Las Vegas residents accepted the
appearance and growth of casinos. Even the
casinos loved the appearance of new and bigger
casinos. The scene was set in early “mob” days
of the 1940s and 1950s. ”Mob” leaders with
their notorious past records declared that Las
Vegas was an “open” city. While Reno had a
“Redline” beyond which casinos could not be
built, the effect of such a restriction in Las Vegas
was negated as the Strip developed beyond the
city limits in unincorporated Clark County. The
state gaming board gave licenses to any operator
with funds to build a casino, that is, if they were not involved in
illegal activities. “Mob” interests already established were grandfathered in with licenses. All were welcome, and all agreed new
and bigger properties made the pie bigger and richer for everyone. County authorities aided the growth of gaming as they
placed a convention center very near the center of the Strip, and
built an airport adjacent to the Strip, as well as a major highway
heading towards California. When rival casinos began to operate by Native Americans in southern California, they were no
match for competitive properties in Las Vegas. Las Vegas casinos
were used to competition as they had been operating in an open
atmosphere for decades. Free enterprise was a strong ally for Las

“

Vegas. Only Las Vegas took advantage of the
fact that Nevada had an American monopoly
over legal casinos from 1931 to 1978. Like
the outliers of Malcolm Gladwell’s book, Las
Vegas had the equivalent of his outliers’
10,000 hours (i.e., 47 years) head start in successful gaming experience.
Miraculously, unlike Reno, Atlantic City,
and Mississippi, there have been no closures of
major casino properties in Las Vegas since the
great recession. While some properties under
construction did not finish, new properties are
being built, and promise to be the biggest and
the best yet to come. Las Vegas has been a
different kind of casino city, and its success
has reflected its experience as an “American Outlier.” ♣
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